myCigna.com is completely personalized, so it’s easy to quickly find exactly what you’re looking for.

- **Find** doctors and medical services
- **Manage** and track claims
- **See** cost estimates for medical procedures
- **Compare** quality of care ratings for doctors and hospitals
- **Access** a variety of health and wellness tools and resources

Manage your health and health care expenses with ease. It’s all waiting for you on myCigna.com.

**Connect with better health. Here’s how:**

**Health and wellness**

- **My health assessment.** In just twenty minutes, this confidential, online questionnaire will give you a better understanding of your health today – and teach you simple steps for improving your health in the future.

- **Condition and wellness resources.** Using our interactive medical library, find information on health conditions, first aid, medical exams, wellness and more.

- **WebMD® personal health record.** Automatically store and track your medical conditions, medications, allergies, procedures and immunizations conveniently online.
Cost estimates and quality of care ratings

- **Find a doctor.** Personalized search results make it easy to find the right doctor for you. Search by name, specialty, procedure, location and other criteria.

- **Estimate medical costs.** Review estimated costs for specific, in-network procedures, treatments and facilities so there aren’t any surprises.

- **Compare hospitals and doctors.** See how they compare by cost, patient outcomes and more.

- **Quality of care.** Quality distinctions and cost-efficiency ratings for doctors appear with every search result, with quality-designated doctors appearing at the top of your list.

- **Prescription drug price quote tool.** Compare prices between Cigna Home Delivery Pharmacy and our network of retail pharmacies to help ensure you’re getting the best price possible.

- **Manage and track claims.** Quickly search and sort claims, as well as track account balances, like deductibles and out-of-pocket maximums.

Prescription services

- **Live pharmacists 24/7** to help answer all your prescription drug-related questions and put you at ease.

- **Refill prescriptions with Cigna Home Delivery Pharmacy.** Save time and money by reordering prescriptions online and getting up to a 90-day supply delivered right to your mailbox.

- **Manage your Cigna Home Delivery Pharmacy prescription orders.** You can easily place a new order, track shipments and view how many refills you have left on your prescription.

- **Sign up for QuickFill.** This refill reminder service lets you know when your prescription is about to run out – and fill it at the same time.

- **Instant access to Cigna Home Delivery Pharmacy and retail prescription information.** View your pharmacy claim history, plan details and account balances.

It’s all designed to click with you.

For a quick tour on how to get the most out of myCigna.com, go to:
myCigna.com > Site Benefits

To register:
myCigna.com > Learn How to Register